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600 MILES TO MUNICH

Bomber Command last night sent two ■ separate forces to Germany* One force

struck at the Saar valley; the other, composed entirely of four-engined Bombers,
visited Munich, capital of Bavaria and still the official headquarters of the

Nazi party*

In the Saar there mas thick ground haze, hut at Munich the 'weather was

clearer. Here our crows were better able to see the effect of their attacks, and

they left large fires burning in the industrial quarters of the city*

Munich, an important railway centre, with locomotive and waggon repair

shops, has also many factories in full war production - notably the largo B.M.W.

engineering and motor works« Submarine and aero engines, tanks, armoured cars,
hand grenades, and motor tyrosare among the essential products which Munich

now turns out#

The attack was 'concentrated into little over half an hour, and the last of

our crews cane away just alter midnight# Our bomb aimers easily found their

targets with the help of flares# A group captain said that he could plainly see

such land marks as the well-known Englischer Garten, a semi-circular park#

Also clearly visible were the railway station, the curves of the Stiver Iser, the

"Brown House", and the'other administrative buildings of the Nazi party*

Our aircraft dropped their heavy high explosive bombs among the fires started

by incendiaries# Bombers reaching the target in the later stage of the raid

reported that already the flames were taking firm hold and spreading*

The sergeant pilot of a Lancaster who was over Munich for 22 minutes said*

"The moon was sinking as we crossed the River Iser. He saw the first flare go

down, and a few seconds later there were a. whole string of them right across

Munich. We watched the first bombs burst. Then, as the flares died away, the

fires began to take shape. While the other bombs were bursting we watched

the rapid spread of the flames#

"At thirteen minutes to midnight came the biggest explosion I have scon#

There were no flares just then, but in this sudden rush of flame the whole city

was again revealed, this time in a red and smoky light. For a full ■ half-minute

the "blaze stayed like that: then thick black smoko rolled up and bid it"*

Our crews wore a hundred miles or more on their homeward journey before they

lost sight of the glow of tho Munich fires. Then, far away, they saw another

glow in the sky# The bombers cent to the Saar had also done good work.

One of our Wellingtons returning from the Saar encountered a F.W. l90 over

the, Channel. During the swift exchange of fire our roar gunner got in an

accurate burst and the Focke-Wulf went down in flames.


